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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

"pes in Business Environment" is a project that contains two parts. First part is a real life 

application developed for Nordic Meat Inc. a small food - manufacturer in the KC area, developed 

in MS Excel 5.0 spreadsheet supported by the Visual Basic Application Language. The application 

represents a production module as a supplement to the UNIX information system the company has 

been using for several years. 

This part of the report consist of four chapters. Through these chapters I presented 

problems Nordic has had with product cost structure and product fonnulations, scheme of 

interaction between the UNIX system and the PC based system and the solution which I developed 

in the last couple of months. 

In the second part I attempted to answer how to solve "intangible" problems during the 

phases of system development and system adoption. In the environment of small business which I 

encountered it was really hard to have people accept the computer. They were afraid of it, they 

wanted to prove it is producing wrong reports; in other words they wanted to do business as they 

used to do. It takes time for everyone to adopt change. Through presentations, informal 

conversation and meetings with employees and management I managed to succeed. The system 

which I developed emulates infonnation flow in the plant when the PC was not present and reports 

contain similar information as previously, so everyone is able to find information needed. 

In the sixth chapter I answered the question which has been directed to me frequently: 

'"What computer and what system suit my business needs?" Though there is no unique answer to 

the question, I do believe that a company should have a computer person inside who is familiar 

with its needs and business. This approach initially looks costly but it reduces a risk of a system 

abandonment and a project failure. 



Lastly, I commented on future trends in the PC industry. I believe that the future bclongs 

to computer networks in every organization. My concern is on1y the fact that the pace ofcomputer 

hardware and software industry is too fast for business people to catch up with and take full 

advantage of all the new software opportunities offered. 
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1. How Production in Nordic works 

For a company which covers a small niche in the food manufacturing business, key words 

are flexibility and capability to respond in a timely manner to various orders coming from its 

customers. Production operations are automated in some degree, but basically are centered on 

direct labor performance and human skills. Normally, a plant manager or production mangers are 

developing weekly production schedules, though the company is adapted to readjust its production 

plan daily when needed. Production adjustments happen almost every week. Reasons are many~ 

urgent incoming orders which cannot wait~ food ingredient shortages in inventory on hand due to 

orders mentioned; understaffing on production lines; etc. 

In food manufacturing business, each meat product must meet specification in a portion 

weight and a percentage of fat. The percentage of fat can be accomplished by more then one 

product formulation. The decision on what formulation option to use is made based on ingredients 

available in the inventory, cost ofmeat and total weekly production demand. 

Production managers who are in charge ofdetermining daily production are used to 

spending significant time to calculate a new option for a product in order to fulfill an order, use 

available meat on hand in inventory and meet percentage offat requirement. Threats which are 

present by doing the whole process manually are numerous. The calculations performed are some 

times inaccurate and they could result in either failure to meet the fat percentage specifications or 

to miscalculate total demands needed which would lead to incomplete shipments. Both scenarios 

could hurt the company, causing customer dissatisfaction and frustration. 

Working conditions at the plant are very hard for direct labor. Temperatures in production 

rooms and freezers are low and the job employees perform is mostly manual. Workers on lines are 

leaving the company as soon as they are able to get an easier job somewhere else, sometimes not 
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1

even giving a notice of leave. Supervisors need to be ready to move people quickly from one line to 

another during the day in order to fulfill a plan. New employees are trained on the spot. It 

happens that they have to "jump" on the line and become a part of direct labor. 

I would like here to expand a little bit more about a position ofniche players in general. 

Problems listed above could be easily resolved by increasing inventory levels e.g. higher levels of 

resources committed to them. First, small businesses have managed to survive, stay profitable or 

break even by using completely different strategies compared to big industry counterparts. They 

cannot afford big inventory buffers and people who would be assigned to manage only them. 

Second, due to in this case the meat market fluctuation, the meat purchases are done when the price 

tends to hit its lows which also adds constraints to the way of running business. Third, in most 

eases educational and skill levels of employees are not adequate to adopt new technologies - for 

instance computers and computer skills which would make life much easier. Employees hired by 

small businesses have variety of skills and are able to fulfill more than on particular assignment for 

an employer. At Nordic Meat Inc. all supervisors and production managers started in the direct 

labor force and managed to work their way up. Forth, small businesses until they establish their 

reputation in the market place are really involved in the survival game. Customers are hesitant to 

rely completely on them, which is understandable. They don't know for how long the smalls would 

be around and could they trust them. I would say that the small business needs at least five years of 

existence in order to gain sufficient level of trust from customers and suppliers and really plan its 

budget in a manner big companies do. Fifth, once they start growing management postpones 

information system purchases as long as possible knowing that it brings mixed emotions and 

requires Significant financial resources. By saying that I mean that on one side the management 

feels it needs more control and better reporting to make important business decisions, and on the 

other side employees see it as a threat. In addition to this, big dilemmas come regarding what 

system is the right one for the business, what ratio price - performance would be optimal, how 
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much the business and operations would have to change when the system is in place, and what 
,.... 

would be the point in time when system would become obsolete. 

My intention is to make an attempt to answer those questions talking from experience 

which I have gained by developing software and helping companies to improve information 

systems which they already have had in place and by advising them which one to buy. This report I 

envision as a good source for managers working for companies which are at the point when they 

need to make a decision about the new system or an upgrade, as well as for all software developers 

and engineers who need to sell their solutions to the customer. Selling the system would have a 

separated part in the report with highlights on intangible factors which could help them succeed to 

eliminate barriers in the organization in the phase of system adoption. 

1.1 Production Schedule (Who, When, Why, What and Bow)-
When trying to develop a new option a manager has a list ofproducts to produce and a list 

of food items available in inventory on hand for a following day. An ideal case would be ifhe / she 

would have on hand all ingredients needed to use the original fonnulation in production. In reality 

it doesn't happen frequently. When such a situation occurred he / she would consider substitutes 

for some meat ingredients. There are some general rules such as: 

1. He / she can substitute ifneeded one meat with another with the same or similar 

percentage offat. For example BeefShank which has 10% fat can be replaced with Cow 

Meat with 20% fat by using the amount which is two times smaller or he / she can 

replace BeefTrimming with Cube Steak Trimming which have similar percentage offat. 

2. He / she has to use the whole ingredient case (for BeefShank 60 lb.). Once an 

ingredient is taken from a freezer the whole case must be used up. Apparently, a 
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manager has to make sure that meat would not get spoiled. Formulation must include the 

-
 whole case ofmeat ingredient. Otherwise it would be tossed away which would increase 

a cost ofproduct. Another advantage ofusing the whole case is that it's an easy way to 

perform inventory count at the end ofa week. 

3. When replacing meat he 1 she has to make sure that the product stays within +/-1% 

compared to the original option. !ftotal quantity ofmeat portion ofthe batch is not the 

same as for the original formulation he 1 she should adjust non-meat portion ofthe batch 

to have the same the non-meat 1 meat ratio. The same applies for breading ifexisted in 

the formulation. 

• Most of time managers would substitute one meat ingredient with another and leave non-

meat portion as well as breading as it was. By doing it, they would change the fat percentage which 

would slip out of the 1 % band and produce a product which wouldn't be able to meet its 

specification. 

• Ifproduction is running and a manager would learn he I she doesn't have enough meat to 

put into the batch he I she would just add meat available not checking how it would affect 

formulation. In addition to the fat percentage specification problem, another one occurs, a yield 

which wouldn't be close to an expected yield. 

4. The batch size cannot not exceed 1,000 lb. 

Assuming that a manger knows all formulation options which could be scheduled for a 

following day, he I she has to determine number of batches needed for each formulation. To 

calculate this he I she needs to know: 
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1. Number ofcases to produce per code; It depends on customer orders and shipping 

dates. 

2. Case weight (For most ofproducts it is 10 lb.) 

3. Average yieldfor a formulation group. 

• Yield for fonnulation represents ratio between number of pounds produced and number 

of pounds used for fonnulation. Until the supplemental system was developed it was hard to 

detennine what a average yield should be due to many different ways the product could be 

produced. 

4. Current food - inventory levels. A manager should define fonnulations in a way that 

total daily ingredient demand can be covered from inventory on hand 

1.2. Production 

Figure 1.21 Simplified chart of information flow. Once formulations have been defined. reports are 
sent to production rooms where production is performed. 
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..-
1.21 Production Rooms 

Nordic has four production rooms: 

1. Liver room 

2. Cube steak room 

3. Stew room 

4. Bee/room 

Once a daily schedule report has been completed production managers determine: 

1. Production order for group ofcodes (formulations) in production rooms for a day. 

2. Direct labor; who would be involved in production for particular day. 

3. On the daily schedule sheets they are named: employees and estimates of number of 

hours they would spend on the line. 

Staffing decision is made based on experience, production patterns and people available. 

As I already mentioned due to low temperatures in production rooms managers frequently 

encounter understaffing problems. 

Until new supplemental system has been developed the direct labor cost was determined 

based on number of employees in the room and a number ofhours they spent there, though it was 

obvious that different formulations involves different labor effort. 

1.22 Production Lines and Product Classes 
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Each of production rooms mentioned above has more then one production line in it. On 

each production line one product class can be produced. In other words each product line and a 

product class differ from others in the length oftime needed to produce a case of a product and 

have different direct labor cost involved. 

• Before the supplemental system was developed a direct labor reporting was fairly 

simplified. All products processed at the same room were considered to have the same direct labor 

cost per pound produced. 11ris assumption was away from reality but nobody had tried to change 

it. While I was gathering information and classifying data, I managed to distinguish twenty one 

different classes ofproducts based on the direct labor involvement. Reporting ofdirect labor is 

based on new classification. (See Daily Production Labor Report, Chapter #4.) 

1.23 Labor Analysis and Labor Cost Analysis 


Production Labor is divided into: 


1. Direct Labor 

2 Support Labor 

3. Clean- up 

As I mentioned above direct labor differs from one product class to another. 

Support labor includes peQple who move ingredients from inventory to production rooms, 

who pack finished products and move them to finished goods inventory and who perform any other 

labor in production other then direct labor and clean - up. Support labor cost per pound produced 

is the same for all products produced in one production day. Total cost of support labor for a day 
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divided by total number ofpounds produced for a day gives support labor cost per pound 

,-- produced. 

The same analogy applies for the clean - up. Clean - up labor includes people who clean 

production lines. machines on them and production rooms, once production has been concluded for 

a day . Clean - up labor cost per pound produced is the same for all products produced in one 

production day. Total cost of clean - up labor for a day divided by total number ofpounds 

produced for a day gives clean - up labor cost per pound produced. 

Lately, total labor cost per product per poundproduced is the sum ofdirect labor cost 

per pound produced. support labor cost per pound produced and clean - up cost per pound 

produced. 

1.3 Production Reporting (Who, When, Why, What and How) 


My intention at this point is to describe production reports as they used to be as well as the 


way they were generated and calculated. On the following pages a reader will be able to see three 

old reports~ the Raw Material Report, Daily Production Yield and Daily Inventory Report. 

1.31 Daily Reporting 

When production has been completed for a day a production manager fills out infonnation 

about ingredients used and amounts used which might differ from what was scheduled. Before the 

supplemental system was developed the same form was used for scheduling formulations and 

filling out any changes made in formulations during production. As I mentioned, if it happened that 
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some amount ofmeat is not sufficient to fill a batch the manager would on the spot add some other 

r .. 	 ingredient and write it down on the Raw Material Report (columns "Total Weight" and "Weight 

per Batch"). 

At the end of a day, the Raw Material Report would be given to a clerk who would obtain 

cost from the UNIX system per pound of ingredient and fill in the column "Cost Per Pound" and 

calculate total cost manually. 

All products which were produced for a day go to the inventory of finished goods. Before 

placing them in the inventory an employee would count product cases and fill in the Daily 

Inventory Report. Once products were in the inventory this report would be given to a clerk. The 

clerk would for each formulation used add up total amount ofpounds produced and based on it, 

calculate daily yield for formulation. Daily yield would be written it the Raw Material Report. 

Finally, at the Daily Production Yield Report, a clerk would enter formulation names, 

cases produced and ingredient cost per pound. The ingredient cost per pound produced would be 

batch cost of ingredients divided by number of pounds produced. 

As it can be seen on the Daily Production Yield Report there is an empty space for trim. 

Trim represents products which do not meet portion weight requirement (4 oz or 5 oz etc.). Such 

products are sold but on lower price or re-used in other formulations. Before the supplemental 

system was developed, no ingredient cost value had been assigned to the trim though this product 

had been used one way or another. 

10 
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1.32 Weekly and Periodical Reporting 

The only production reporting for a week and a period of four weeks which was done was 

an average yield for a plant, total of pounds produced and total pounds of trim and shrink. 

1.33 Explanations ofProduction Terms 

See appendix A: "Old Reports Nordic 

; 
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2. What the UNIX System cannot do 

Nordic Meat Inc. has had a UNIX based information system Facts since 1987. The system 

was upgraded once in 1993. Though the Facts has a production module it was never suitable for 

operational needs. It hasn't had capability to enter a new product, attach it to a formulation which 

already exists and have formulation options saved. In other words it was a system capable to 

handle orders, shipments, payroll, accounts payable and receivable, etc. but not production 

activities. The reports which I mentioned were used to prepare data to enter the UNIX system. 

1. Data from the Raw Material Report were added up to get cumulative of all ingredients 

used for a day. These numbers were entered to the system which would automatically reduce levels 

at the inventory. The user would call up the ingredient on the screen, enter the amount and press 

"sent". 

2. Data from the Raw Material Report and the Daily Inventory Report together were 

entered to add up inventory levels at the inventory offinished goods database and calculate total 

meat cost for a day. Actually, the user would punch in the code number and the number of cases 

produced and assign the meat cost per pound of product produced. Labor cost and packaging cost 

were never entered into the system assigned to the product code. 

2.1 Labor analysis and Cost structure 

At the UNIX system cost of product code is a meat (formulation) cost per pound produced 

or per case produced. In addition the net margin ofthe business never included a labor cost or a 
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packaging cost. The decision about it was made at the point when the company realized it cannot 

handle its production through the computer system. Eventually it lead Nordic Meat Inc. to only 

roughly classify the whole production in four groups by production rooms and spread overall cost 

ofpackaging over total number of cases produced. I would say that management decided to 

simplify calculations and not have employees use a lot of time on them. 

As a result management has never learned the real or close-enough-ro.be-real cost of 

production per code. In other words it wasn't be able to determine whether the company was 

selling a product with profit or loss. Management just knew that they were making money overall 

and that was the only clue that the company has been heading it the right direction. A new product 

and its price would be determined as a good guess based on experience and intuition. 

In the phase of development ofthe supplemental system I determined that the price of 

packaging varies +/- $.020 per pound produced ofa product, and that there is a significant 

difference in direct labor cost per product class compared to an average value. In order to clarify 

these differences I will explain calculations used as they used to be and with a new system. 

13 
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2.2 Monitoring Daily Production Yield 

Complete monitoring was done for the whole plant based on number ofpounds produced 

and total ofall ingredients used. This report was calculated manually after every four weeks. It 

was not possible to narrow down yields per product room or formulation because formulation 
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options were many and they lead to different yields. Consistency ofthe percentage of fat was 

completely out ofcontrol. 

First, the supplemental system gives formulation options which have the percentage offat 

with the band of +/- 1% of the original formulation, which improves the quality ofthe product. 

Second, the new system narrows down the number which is an average yield per 

formulation and a product class. To management it means more control in production processes 

and reports which would raise questions if yields for particular formulation are lower or higher 

then average. Ifyield is too high, it might mean that more ingredients were used than necessary. If 

yield is to low it might mean that less ingredients were used (which changes a product) or that 

supervisors let employees to toss to much ofmeat (Besides ofthe fat percentage, the portion size 

requirement must be met.) 

I mentioned just a few potential production problems, and considering that the system is 

approximately only three weeks in use its reports are a huge learning experience for everyone at the 

plant. Every new report shows something new and asks new questions. I am still adjusting them in 

order to provide to management information needed. 

2.3 Actual Cost of Material (Ingredients) 

The UNIX system averages cost of ingredient starting from the first day when the 

ingredient was purchased. Each time when the ingredient is supplied the system adds up the 

amount and the cost and averages it. Since it has been done for a period of couple ofyears these 

data are neither really accurate nor adjusted for inflation. Nordic tried to define a couple of lots for 
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the same ingredient in the computer in order to get more accurate cost, but it resulted in confusion 

and difficulties to determine from which lot the ingredient was taken. 

Contrary, the supplemental system averages up the cost of ingredient with a newly 

received quantity, but if the whole amount was used in production and the lot is empty it starts all 

over again with the price of the next purchase. 

2.4 Tracking of Product Formulations 

The UNIX system has not done tracking of formulations, ever. Once production was 

concluded total usage of ingredients would be entered to the system and manually calculated cost 

of ingredients would be assigned to the product code. The system would average the ingredient cost 

for a product based on the same assumption as for an ingredient mentioned above. Compared to it, 

the PC - based system has in memory formulation which can be used and allows creating new ones, 
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3. How does the UNIX system interact with the Supplemental PC System 

3.1 Scheme of the Interaction 

Scheduling 

LEMENTAL 
PC BASED 
SYSTEM 

- Inventory File 
- Formulation Data Base 
- Packaging Data Base 
- Trim Data Base 
- Substitutes 
- Scheduling Module 

Schedule 
Reports: 
Dail Schedule 
Jng1"edients 
Needed 

PRODUCTION 
ROOMS 

CUBE BEEFLIVER  STEW 

SUPPLEMENTAL 
PC BASED 
SYSTEM 

Daily Production Report 
Daily Product-Cases Report 
Daily Ingredients Used. Report 

aily Labor Sheet 

The UNIX based 
system "Facts" 
receives info on 
the cost of 

roductand 
. t. 
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4. Explanation of Supplemental System 

On the previous page a reader could see the scheme of interaction between the 

Supplemental system and the UNIX system. Roles of the PC system are: 

- Prepares and prints report Daily Schedule 

- In interaction with a user detennine formulations and number ofbatches or 

number ofpounds needed for the next day production 

- Reports ingredients and amounts needed to perform the next day production 

- Reports whether inventory levels are sufficient for the production scheduled 

- Calculates theoretical yield which is estimated for a formulation 

- Prepares and prints report Daily Production Report 

- Reports ingredients and amounts used in production 

- Calculates actual yield and trim for each formulation 

- Prints production sununary for a day with all production codes and yields at the plant 

4.1 Scheduling Module 

My intention here is to briefly describe how the scheduling module ofthe supplemental 

system works. In order to do it effectively I have made an attempt to visualize my explanation. On 
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the following pages a reader would be able to find printouts of computer screens for entering 

information to get reports about production schedule. On them I added comments to clarify 

interaction between a user and the system. What cannot be seen are "buttons" which anable a user 

to move from one screen to another as well as run the main procedure for production schedule. I 

named this section "Supplemental System - Scheduling Module Input". I followed the same 

strategy to introduce the following three subtitles; reports for production schedule, production 

module input screens and production reporting. 

4.2 Schedule Reporting 

See Appendix B "Supplemental System - Reports Schedule". 


4.3 Production Module 
Both input sections for production scheduling and production reporting have screens for 

liver lines and for group formulations. The reasons for separated entries come from the differences 

in manufacturing processes between these lines as well as diferences in reporting. 

1. Only one ingredient 

2. Meat is diced in production to a portion size 

3. Meat used is reported in pounds 

1. More than one ingredient 

2. Number of codes which share a formulation can be one or more 

3. Ingredients used are reported in batches 

4. Group Formulations have more than one formulation option 

See the appendix C "Supplemental System - Production Module Input". 
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4.4 Production Reporting (Who, When, Why, What and How) 
See Appendix D {{Supplemental System - Reports Production". 
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5. What one has to take in consideration when selling and conducting 
such a project 

5.1 People Factors 

Computer systems and information technologies in general are necessities oftoday's 

businesses. They could provide management with more accurate and on-line information which 

would allow more control and insight over the business as well as better customer service and 

awareness of customer needs and buying patterns. 

In today's literature and discussions about business information systems there is a lot of 

highlights on forecasting and sales history though my experience has led me to view companies' 

information needs a little bit different. By saying that I primarily think that management people are 

looking for more control over the business. Many times when discussing goals ofthe project my 

customers would ask for the system which would straighten out their inventory and give them 

better insight over the cost structure, for example. They would all have had a sense of losing track 

ofwhat is really going on in their organization and they want computers to help them out. 

None of the managers was thinking about the control in a sense of"carrying a whip" 

above the employees' heads but he I she knew that an information system could detect or measure 

some parameters in business which would provide more insight and understanding. General feeling 

was that managers, supervisors and employees could learn something which would let them run the 

business better. 

In majority of cases managers were aware ofthe fact that it is not just a computer and 

software to make the things happen but people who would adopt and use it and a person or persons 

in charge ofmaintaining them. For a computer consultant or a computer developer it is very 

important to clarify to customers this when he / she is getting involved in such a project. Any 
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software application is a living thing and in order to respond to business needs it would require 

some kind ofadjustment and improvement during its life time. Knowingly that the information 

system at the current level doesn't have learning capabilities only the human would be able to 

catch up with business complexity and not let the system become obsolete. 

Employees have tendency to view a computer system as a threat. In the first place they 

think it takes away from them some daily duties which make them important. In Nordic's case it 

was a simple calculation of ingredient demand. However, computers let people have more time to 

think and be involved in improving and correcting operations. Information from the computer 

system is detecting mistakes fast and let them improve operation performance, product quality and 

customer satisfaction. The path from the view that computers are "enemies" to employees to the 

point when they are adopted as useful assistants is the most important phase ofthe project. 

A computer developer should know this in advance and communicate it with management 

in early phases ofthe project. Crucial supportfor the system adoption must be comingfrom 

management side and without it the whole project could fail and the system could be abandoned. 

5.2 Dealing with "Resistance to Change" 

I have read many articles in computer magazines about feasibility labs and friendly using 

application capabilities which were claimed as a key factor of application success. Undeniably it is 

ofgreat importance and it can help to gain customer satisfaction but it doesn't play the major role. 

Friendly using systems are developed for people who are already computer users and who have 

used them for some time. For all ofthem "friendly features" such as cue cards would boost amount 

ofwork which they could get done daily as well as it would improve decision making processes 

through knowing and learning how to use advanced features and functions from the new version of 

the system quickly. My point is that just a friendly using system wouldn't help out a beginner. 
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Employees who should start using a computer in daily operations don't see benefits of 

computer systems at all. Many factors are in play; they are old enough not to accept this change 

and learn fast to substitute old working habits with computerized ones; they don't clearly see the 

benefit ofdoing so due to philosophy that they have done things the same way for such and such 

years and everything has been fine; and many others. It is really hard for them to change a frame of 

mind. 

Management is aware of the barriers directly and indirectly. When I have discussed it with 

managers, many ofthem have expressed concerns about aging problem oftheir subordinates and 

computer adoption. They only attempted to point out employees in the organization who would 

resist the most. That has been a helpful lead for me to pay special attention to them. Overall feeling 

has been that the change would take time but it has to happen .. My intention here is to give some 

useful hints how to overcome barriers of system adoption. 

A computer developer needs to get involved everybody who might be "affected" by the 

system, or in other words, everybody who would be a future user. Involvement doesn't simply 

mean that the one would interview everybody and collect as much information as possible! The 

computer system should emulate the way in which the company or department has been doing 

business as closest as possible. The reports should be similar in format and information to ones 

when the system wasn't there simply because everybody is used to them and everybody knows how 

to read them. The whole Nordic project was based on this strategy. A developer might realize that 

something would be better other way but he / she doesn't have to push with changes ofany kind, 

immediately keeping in mind that computer system or change of the one which is in place is by 

definition big change enough. Such suggestions should be left for interim presentations and reports 

where consensus can be gained. 

The new system should emulate what a company does, but faster and more acurately. 

Reports should be the same or similar so everyone would be able to find information easily. I 
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consider this as a first step of system adoption and inplementation. lbis would make everyone 

happy. 

Though it might happen that a developer would need to spend more time talking with some 

supervisors then others, he I she must keep in mind that none ofthem would like to feel kept aside 

or less important. My advice if possible, frequently and informally let everybody know where the 

project stands, highlight her I his contribution or a comment made a week ago or even demonstrate 

quickly how it works. It might take ten minutes or half an hour but it would benefit the whole 

project tremendously! Catch people when taking a short break: or having a coffee and show the look 

of a new report and ask them what do they think. It would not hurt but it would eventually take 

away worries about "that computer system the company is planning to get". 

5.3 Selling the System to Management 

In order to continually enhance the system acceptance and clarify some facts in the phase 

ofsystem development, a developer should schedule interim presentation where most ofthe 

supervisors and managers should be present. It is very hard to find time which would be convenient 

to everyone but a developer must work it out. In addition, a developer must prepare the whole 

presentation the best way possible. 

I always tend to create very informal atmosphere when a presentation occur. The whole 

conversation triggered during a presentation should be relaxing and the computer should sit equally 

visible and close to everyone. Everybody including myself is sitting. I let everyone, before a 

presentation starts, randomly pick his own chair. Everything I want to say and demonstrate I 

prepare in advance and deliver to everyone as an handout. Don't forget that most ofpeople like to 

have a hard copy ofeverything. I usually turn handouts halfan hour before the presentation for the 

reason that some people wants to see what to expect in advance. The hard copy has another 

purpose, people like to return their thoughts about the presentation with delay ofhours or a couple 

of days. For a developer it is important to get input from everybody present at a presentation. 
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Different people respond differently, some ofthem instantaneously, some ofthem after they look 

at everything once again at home or after giving a thought in couple of days. 

During presentation a developer should clearly explain what he / she wants to show before 

demonstrating it on the screen and also point out where the audience can find it in handouts. The 

whole rhythm ofpresentation should be moderate (definitely not fast!) knowing that everyone in the 

room is interested about the system. After each sequence of demonstration a developer should give 

some time where he / she can expect questions and comments. A developer should be able to take 

notes. At this point of the project a developer is familiar with the company's way ofdoing 

business. He / she knows who is interested in what modules which have been developed. Though 

he / she should try to get input from everyone at the organization, he / she should pay special 

attention to comments and responses coming from immediate users ofpatricular module. For 

example in the Nordic case, a supervisor who would be reporting about direct labor hours on 

production lines told me what would be the best way to do it. He suggested for direct labor to 

report in people and hours, and for overtime only in hours. I set the system that way. 

Production supervisors and middle mangers tend to conform with superiors which are also 

present at the presentation. A developer must be able to identify the phenomena. In other words, it 

could happen that a supervisor, though in general not satisfied with the computer system 

performance, would not objetc to confirming general consensus from his superiors that the system 

development is on the right track which comes. A developer has to find a way and learn real 

opinions about the system, while in the developing phase of a project. Most ofthe time the system 

is used by supervisors and middle managers and top management is just getting reports on their 

desks. Developer success is dependent on what top management thinks and feels, but more than 

that his success relies on the users who would enter production or sales data and directly answer 

questions from the terminal. 
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If I would feel that a future user is not really comfortable speaking out in front of superiors 

I would try to get his I her opinion in informal conversations. Based on what I would learn I would 

inform everyone else, over the phone or in writitng, and propose some improvements. 

Lastly, for any major decision affecting the system a developer should not push to hard 

and take one step at the time. The computer system or software solution could be a state of art 

could be really brilliant but it wouldn't guarantee that the whole project would succeed. 

Management people don't know software code and they wouldn't be impressed and happy if they 

don't see that system is doing what they want. A developer should express ideas and thoughts in 

simple words because computer vocabulary would add more confusion and hesitation. Software 

must be what the company wants and you should learn wants as soon as possible. A presentation is 

a real help to a developer to gain more insight in company's needs and a way for all future users to 

become more familiar with the system. 
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6. How to decide what to do when a small company needs Business 
Information System 

6.1 How to choose the right software for business 

Many small companies today have reached the point when they are considering purchasing 

an information system. As I stated a couple oftimes in this report reasons might be better control 

over inventory (inventory management), need for accurate prieing system, customer service or 

something else. Problems which follow the purchasing decision are numerous: 

1. Aging employees which would slow down training process 

2. A variety ofpackages available on the market 

3. High pace ofcomputer and software industry; How long before the system would 

become obsolete? 

4. What vendor to go with and what technical support the company should expect in 

following years 

5. How not to purchase a system which doesn't fit business practices? 

Ideally, the company would have somebody inside who would know its business and at the 

same time have knowledge of information systems available on the market and is familiar with 

trends in the computer industry. In reality such a person is hard to find inside the company due to 

limited resources of all small businesses. I have encountered a few scenarios with companies which 

encountered such problems . My intention is to list and comment on them. 

Frequently it has happened that an accountant would be the one to assign for contacting 

the computer companies or computer consulting firms. Reasons behind this are; the accountant is 

responsible for company's accounts so he I she would know what does the company needs; He I 
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she would need the system the largest portion oftime etc. Though those assumptions are partially 

true it is hard to believe that the accountant's expertise would be sufficient to even screen 

prospective systems right. 

Though an accountant might have a financial picture of the business it doesn't necessarily 

mean that he knows how the business operates and what the real information flow is between 

scheduling, production, inventory and delivery. He knows what he needs to get his portion ofthe 

job done. An accountant would find the system based on how it fits his / her needs the best. 

When contacting the companies and asking questions about the systems a company 

repsesentative would for sure get lots of promises about what the system can do and do well. 

Considering that sales people could offer you and promise you everything you asked for, they are 

not a reliable source of information. My advice would be to somehow get information on what 

system cannot do! It might be cruical for the company. To get a good idea about the software 

company or a computer firm the person in charge should ask for a list of customers a vendor has 

dealt with and call some of them. Benefits might be: 

1. to leam industry its information system is suitable for 

2. to leam what kind ofexpriance a vendor has in providing buisness solutions 

3. to leam how long vendor is in business 

4. to call up the vendor's customers and to try to get an answer on the question: "What 

is it that you Wish the system could do?". 

Some businesses would go for the strategy which tells :"get the system which was 

purchased by the company's stiffest and larger competitor. Personally I have no problem with such 

a logic, but how would the small business would know that the competitor didn't make a mistake 

with its information system without a person in charge to decide? 
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6.2 Whom to place in charge to make a decision between options 

My advice would be that a small business would sooner or later need somebody to 

maintain their system, operate computer network and make sure that the whole system operates 

smoothly on daily basis; in other words, live with it. Though it doesn't look affordable on the first 

glance to put another person on the payroll, in the long run it is much cheaper. A company which 

experienced one failure with its information system knows this really well. Frustration and 

abandonment of it teaches a lesson on how delicate the purchasing decision and system adoption 

might be. Having the person who would know the business and have necessary computer skills and 

knowledge seriously reduces the risk of project failure. 
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7. pes as a Business Solution, Trends and Perspectives 

Each year, advances in micro-chips, optoeletronics, and other building blocks make 

possible new products and services which brings more and more people into the Information 

Revolution. It is definitely changing the way we live as well as the way we are doing business. 

Networks support spread at the first place when the high paced communication industry 

replaced a traditional computer and opened up new frontiers for business. As a result an isolated 

PC sitting on the desktop is almost abandoned. Microsoft Corporation on the PC software side of 

computer industry is moving more and more toward Windows NT by improving it and making it 

affordable to everybody. Looking at Microsoft's new strategy it is easy to conclude that the 

company is not content to be a vendor ofdesktop and departmental databases and other software 

packages, but it is trying to take a lead in client - server computing. 

To really reach a corporate world where thousands of servers incorporate, several things 

must occur. Servers in use must be sophisticated, but not too expensive. They must be highly 

compatible with one another and supported with reliable system administration tools to manage 

such a complex network. Integration between databases and business applications have to be very 

tight. Microsoft is achieving it with its product line having Excel, Fox Pro, Visual Basic, Access 

etc. 

Here I am talking about Microsoft due to its size and market power. Companies such as 

Novel and Sybase among others faces adjustments resulting from any move Microsoft does. Soon, 

we would be able to see moving of UNIX technology to Windows NT and desktop PCs, adapting 

to the lower pricing model set forth by Microsoft, low - end distribution channels built by 
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companies which have never done before and have never dreamed they would. I would say that all 

changes would be beneficial for a customer whether it would be an individual one or a business, 

both moneywise and performance wise. 

Users would need to catch up with all technological changes and opportunities as 

soon as possible. Businesses and theirs employees should be able to take advantages in order to 

gain the edge on the market and among competitors. Though there is the whole service industry 

which offers courses, training and consulting for new software and upgrades Most users are 

lagging behind new software versions. I still encounter (under) utilization ofcomputer technology 

in many businesses. 

For instance, spreadsheet software which was originally developed as an analytical tool in 

business to help analyze collected data has been improved tremendously. Now it is on the level it 

could be a self - sufficient middle ranged data base with many automated procedures and modules 

with self-generated reports and graphs. One of prerequisites for getting the most of such a package 

is a programming language. Taking a closer look at any of "Office" packages on the market: MS 

Office, Borland Suit etc. uncovers exactly that. Ifyou would want fully integrated computer 

environment containing a database, a word - processor, a spreadsheet, a presentation tool you 

would need to have some computer skills. Meaning ofthe phrase "some computer skills" would 

very likely be Visual Basic and basic knowledge of local area networks. I am afraid to answer the 

question whether the Visual Basic would be a standard requirement to get a job in the near future, 

but I do think it is possible. 

My intention here is to highlight the gap which exists between the features ofnew software 

and capability of users to absorb them. Whether the gap would be broaden or narrow down it is 

hard to say. Computer software and hardwarecompanies have to cannibalize products within a year 

in order to stay on market and not to be eaten from competition, and users have to be able to 
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benefit from upgrades and computer wars. It seems to me that in reality users benefit from the low 

price but not from what they get. I have met many pcople who cannot distinguish a new version of 

software from an old version because they don't know what the new features are and how to use 

them. It has been hard for me to determine whether they would ever need new features beyond 

what they already know and use, or it is a lack ofknowledge and training to become more 

profficient and efficient at the job place. Learning what is new takes time and business people not 

knowing how long it would take decide not to commit. 

We are currently using the e-mail, sharing files over computer network, search data 

through the Internet, and enetring era ofvideo conferencing. A sheet of paper and a pencil has been 

replaced with notebook computers, modems and printers heading to a virtual corporation. Very 

small percantage ofbusinesses is taking full advantage of technology changes and the pace of 

computer industry. It should be a unifed effort from both sides, computer industry and business 

users to work out this intagible conflict. 
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\1 Appendix A "Old Reports in Nordic". 
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Appendix #B "Supplemental System - Scheduling Module 
Input 
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( Info Screen 

! 

INFO SCREEN FOR NORDIC PRODUCTION , 

code number .. 454 ENTER CODE NUMBER 

class number / "" 

4 
, 

~ 

class name Brif.ge Line - Single Breaded: - " 
-

formulation name I~1ian Breaded Beef Pattie '" '.!;.

Enter Into Sheet: cjroupFormulationScheduled 

/ ... ~. 

A user can enter a code number in this cell. 
If the code entered is in the system a user 
would get the product class number, product 
class name and a formulation name to which 
the code belongs. Even. a user would learn in 
what sheet to eneter data •. 

Figure 4.11 btfo Screen wlU'1'e II user "'igllt stt to wllidt class II code belongs to and died II/onnuliltion 1tIlJlle. 



:1 

Liver Lines Scheduled Sc.reen 

this box a user is able to scroU 
throU5h aU codes which are currently 

the system. 
~",.,J • 

present in the system showinp "OKI-.Otherwise it prompts 
user to -l'WM!nter". A user c:ouId use4he scrolling box next to 
the table and determine a code n1"mber •., '. 

Figure 4.12 Screen Sl"fIIUIsheetlor "Ut'1!r Lines" ProdMct Codes 



~ 


Group Formulation Schedule 

portion of a spreadsheet where a user is 

able 10 see what product classes could be 
in this sheet 

Control is a frlendly feature; When a code is 

in a cell bellow Codes Control confirms whether the code 
is present in the system showing: "OK'''.Otherwise it 
prompts user 10 Wre-enter". A user cotlld use the sc::rollin, 
box next 10 the table and determine a code number. 

Figure 4.13 Screen Spreadsheet for individual codes and group ofcodes with formulAtion 
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II Appendix C "Supplemental System - Reports Schedule". 
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Daily Ingredients To Use 

I '7/,2/94 
' , , , ' , 

) 

I 
I Lot # IIFood Items IlAmount Neede~lQuantaty on Han~IInvento'YLeve1AfterProductionl 
121-9 Beef Trim 50/50 .. 2430.001bs 750.00 lbs .... -1680.00 Ibs 
121-7cc Cow Meat 't 2640.001b 1000.00lbs r -1640.00 Ibs 
121-95 Stew Trim \ 60.00 Ib 250.00lbs / 190.00lbs 

Water \ 197.22lb 0.00 lbs / -197.22lbs 
123-19 TVP \ 78.331b 400.00 lbs 321.671bs 
~23-20 Promasoy \ 13.4311 s 200.001b~ 186.571bs 
~23-26b Autolyzed Yiest \ 4.4811 s 200.001~s 195.521bs 

~23-23 Batter 70 - 38 44.051~ s 1000.00 J'bs " 955.951bs 
123-22 Italian 41-32 171.291~s 1000.oq'lbs ! 828.711bs 
1201-1 Liver, Beef \ 9659.09 Lbs 1000.qo lbs -8659.09 lbs 
121-26 Beef Blade Meat \ 411.76(bs 5000fOO Ibs 4588.241bs 

/'the system is automatically calculating ingredient totals needed 
for a day, getting a lot number used at the Unix system and 
reporting whether there is enough ingredients on hand to use 
formulations from the Daily Report Schedule. It also gives 
information about inventory levels which would be available after 
production. 

., ?--.. 

".:", 

.. 
\;' , «; '4 

,I 

Figure 4.22 Dialy Ingredients to Use for the products scheduled 



Dally Schedule Report 

41bs 
291bs 
44lbs 

171lbs 

8SOOIbs 

291bs 
44lbs 

171lbs 

1 
1 

106.82% 

107.14% 

5228 . 

in the top of the &Cl1!en are informiltion ilbout 
'he coda md numberofcases to produce 

.ow ..~ information ilbout ingredients to use 
in the batch,. number ofbatcha, md m 
estimated yield. 

120 

\~ ". 

4.21 Daily Report Scheduled with a llneCIIssary production information 
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Appendix D"Supplemental System - Production Module 
Input" 
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Info Screen 

INFO SCREEN FOR NORDIC PRODUCfION 

code number 4 454 ENtER CODE NUMBER 

/ 
, 

class number 4 

Brjdge Line· Single Breaded: 
. 

'..' 
class name 

',) 

formulation name falian Breaded Beef ~attie -:.... 

Enter Into Sheet: proupForm~lationScheduled 

/ 
A user can enter a code number in this cell. H the 
code entered is in the system a user would get the 
product class number, product class name and a 
formulation name to which the code belongs. 
EVen.. a user would learn in what sheet to eneter 
data. 

Figure 4.31 Info Screen w/urre a user mig/It see to 'lvldd, class a code belongs to and died a formulation narlJe. 
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Liver LiDes Report Screen 

cell bell_ Coclu Control conl'lnnlll whether the cocle Is praent In 
the ..,.m. .howlng.: .:QJg".OtherwUe It promptll_lO.!m: 
t.I!!!I!.. A _ could WIlt the Krolll"l box MItt to the !able and 
determine .. cocle ftUmher. 

";.' ' 

.. 
<:; 

. ,
\, '. 

, , 

,I 
FIgure 4.32SCI'Hft s",.,tUUIuutt/. -UwrLiM,- ProIIMd c-. 
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Group Formulation Report Screen 

, 


of. spreadsheet where .. _ is able to (en bellow Codes Control (Onlirms wloether the (ode is pn:HDt
what produd (Ia:ues (ovid be prO(eued In bt the system ahowiDe' "OK!".otherwise It prompts """" .......... 

sheet. entu-. A """" (OVId _the KrOIiinc llr'.......r to !he table ...... 

d~.~e number. 
<, .. , <I ... 

>: 

t,~ 

FlPI'" 4.33 s-rrS,-iIII&1t«tlor irulif1i4ul ctHlH iUfI1.grtlllp 01cob. with1~"tfOJf 
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DAILY LABOR PRODUcrION REPORT 

Labor Cost Hour: 

\ 
:~~ 

TOTAL: 157.50 

4.41 Dall,lAbor Production Report 
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Dally Report 

FORMULATION NAME BATCH SIZE CLASS CODE LBSIBOX CASES LBS PRODUCED 

Sliced Liver 1. 2256 10lbs 152 1520lbs 


1 3890 10lbs 204 20401bs 

'his report resembles to the DlIily Schedule Report lind in 
 1 5228 10lbs 255 2550lbs 

addition it provides information about formulation meAt cost 1 706 10lbs 35 350lbs 

pet pound produced. 
 1 	 705 10lbs 6 60lbs 

704 10lbs 46 460lbs 
703 10lbs 76 760lbs 

Lbs FOr FormUlation 

LBS./BATCH TOTAL LBS Cost 
$ 0.41 
MeatCost per LBS $ 

per C 
87861bs 87861bs 
88.09% 

\
j ......CODE LBSlBbX' CASES LBS P~OOUCEDf, 

11 3814 10lbs -74 740lbs! 

3822 10lbs 12 120lbs 


PHT 11bs 276 2761bs 

276 


Number ofPounds Used 1170.001bs 

INGREDIENTS LBS.lBATCH TOTAL LBS Cost per Lbs Total Cost 

Pork Caushion Fresh 1170lbs 1170lbs $ 1.12 $ 1,310.40

I 

Yield for Group 	 73.50% Trim for Group 23.59% MeatCost per LBS $ 1.164 

FORMULATION NAME BATCH SIZE CLASS CODE LBS/BOX CASES LBS PRODUCEQ . 
Italian Breaded Beef Pattie 8751bs 4 452 10lbs 101 1011Ylbs 
Lbs For Formulation 1340lbs c:, 

1.00 	 ,: .; '. 
LBS.lBATCH TOTALLBS Cost per Lbs Total Cost 

60lbs 60lbs $ 1.16 $ 69.60 
360lbs 360 Ibs $ 0.41 $ 147.60 •

1150lbs 150lbs $ 
70lbs 70lbs $ 0.60 $ 42.00 
121bs 121bs $ 0.84 $ 10.08 
41bs 41bs $ 2.47 $ 9.88 

261bs 26lbs $ 

Batter.70 - 38 391bs 391bs $ 0.33 $ 12.99 

Italian 41-32 1531bs 1531bs $ 0.43 $ 65.82 

IYield for Grou 105.96% MeatCost per LBS $ 0.654 


vmber ofPounds Used 
77401bs 

8786.001bs 

1 
1 

EDIENTS 

, BATCHS/ZE.· CLASS 

he system recognize codes which are trim and 
.Cilkulates trim for group where it exists. 

Lbs For FOrmulatIon 860 Ibs Trim foFGroup 

!atches Used 
INGREDIENTS 

Promasoy 
,utolyzed Yiest 
ater 

4.42 Dllily Production Report with yields, tri"" lind cost 0/ ingredients per/ot1lUlllltion 

http:Batter.70
http:1,310.40


1 'I ,' 

Daily Ingredients Used 

I 
7f3/94' ' \ 

' , , , { , ''. 

I Lot # II Food Items II Amount Used II Cost Per LBS II Total Cost II Quantaty on Hand II InventoryLeveWterProducoon 

1201-1 Uver,Bee/ .. 8786.001bs $q.41 $ 3,602.26 l000.001bs -7786.00 Ibs 

121-15e Pork Caushi~resh 1170.00 Ibs $f'!12 $ 1,310.40 -1170.00 Ibs 

121-26 Bee/Blade Mea't 390.001bs ~133 $ 518.70 SOOO.OOlbs 4610.001bs 

121-9 Bee/Trim SO/5ct 1780.001bs /$0.41 $ 729.80 750.001bs -1030.00 Ibs 

121-7cc Cow Meat \ 2700.00 lbs / $1.19 $ 3,213.00 l000.001bs -1700.00 1bsl 

Water \ 201.301bs / $ - -201.30 lbsi 

123-19 TVP \ 80.00 Ibs / $0.60 $ 48.00 400.001bs 320.001bs 

123-20 Promasoy \ 13.701bs / $0.84 $ 11.51 ( 2OO.00lbs 186.301bs 

123-26b Autolyzed Yiest \ 4.60 Ibs / $2.47 $ 11.36 2OO.001bs 195.401bs 

123-23 Batter 70 - 38 \ 44.981bs / $033 $ 14.84 l000.001bs 955.021bs 

123-22 Italian 41-32 \ 174.931bs / $0.43 $ 75.22 1000.00 Ibs 825.071bs 

121-95 Stew Trim \ 6O.001bs / $0.45 $ 27.00 250.001bs 190.00 Ibs 

\ / 950.001bs 

997.001bs 
, ",ystem calculates ingredient totals used for a day of production based on 

-780.00 Ibswhat is reported. Itassignes the lot number and the cost per pound from the 
inventory me and calculates total cost per ingredient per day. -230.00 Ibs 

The lot numbers and guantaties are then enetered into the Unix ~ 
-78.001bs 

system. (See the scheme of interaction, Chapter 3.1). Italso reports a new " 
" . -55.00 Ibs. 

quantaty on hand available. -325.001bs 
, 

I I I : 

Figure 4A3 Daily rngrrtdients Used Report 



'1 1 

Daily Product - Cases Sheet 

Date: 

7/2/94 
ITotal Lbs. Produced: 151661bsl 'Overall plant performance for a day of production of 

Total Cases Produced: 1765 codes palced into the inventory. The total code cost 
Rer Round Rroduced is entered to the Unix slstem. 

"d "d Information from this sheet are kept for a weekly and a ~ 
<1.1 <1.1 

~ 
<1.1 periodical report .. 

~ N ~ VI.... 
~ 0 

UI <1.1 "d III .... "d U:; "d 0 c:: <1.1 0 
0 "" 0 it "" J -;a- Q., i Q., ~ p ~ ~ ~v v l< .. 

III ..,; ~<1.1 0 0 
<1.1 !U ,.QIII Q., ,.Q ,.Q 

:E ~ .5!U ,..J
v 

~ 
1 2256 152 3.oooz 10tbs 15201bs 88.09% $0.47 $ 0.040 $0.1031 $0.6085 i 

1 3890 204 6.oooz 101bs 20401bs 88.09% $ 0.465 $ 0.030 $0.1031 $0.5985 
1 5228 255 4.oooz 10lbs 2550lbs 88.09% , $0.47 $ 0.040 $0.1031 $0.6085 

1 706 35 6.oooz 10lbs 3501bs 88.09% $0.47 $ 0.030 $0.1031 $0.5985 

1 705 6 5.oooz 10lbs 601bs 88.09% $ 0.465 $ 0.040 $0.1031 $0.6085 

1 704 46 4.oooz 10tbs 460lbs 88.09% $ 0.465 $ 0.040 $0.1031 $0.6085 

1 703 76 3.oooz 10lbs 760lhs 88.09% $ 0.465 $ 0.040 $0.1031 $0.6085 

11 3814 74 4.oooz 10tbs 740lbs 73.50% 23.59% $ 1.164 $ 0.0500 $0.367 $1.5813 

11 3822 12 3.oooz 101bs 120tbs 73.50% 23.59% $1.16 $ 0.0600 $0.367 $1.5913 

11 PHT 276 11bs 2761bs 73.50% 23.59% $ 1.120 $1.1200 

10 300-5m 33 5.oooz 10lbs 330lbs 84.62% $1.57 $ 0.0600 $0.293 '.: $1.9248 

4 452 101 2.70oz 10lbs 1010lbs 105.96% $0.65 $ 0.0600 $0.127 $0.8410 

3 333 70 3.20oz 10lbs 700 lbs 105.56% $0.79. $ .0.06Q $0.107 $0.9586 

3334-t 233 4.oooz 10tbs 23301bs 105.56% $0.79 $ 0.060 $0.107 $0.9586 

3 334 115 4.oooz 10tbs 1150 lbs 105.56% $0.79 $ 0.060 r $0.107 $0.9586 

3 324 50 4.oooz 10lbs 500lbs 104.05% $0.98 $ 0.060 $0.107 $1.1456 
3 . 304 27 " 4.oooz 10lbs 270tbs . 104.05% . . $0.98 $, :0.060 .. $H07 ! $1.1456 

4.44Dally Report with calks and total cost per pound produced 
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